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News 2018 digest:

Merkel's Government Avoids Collapse Over Migrant Battle, at Least for Now
German Chancellor Angela Merkel secured a two-week reprieve in her confrontation with her coalition
partner, averting at least temporarily avoiding a collapse of her government over migrants.

EU Pursues Trade Talks With Australia in Wake of U.S. Tariffs
The European Union and Australia launched free-trade negotiations Monday, part of a push by U.S. allies
world-wide to bolster economic links and counter fallout from President Donald Trump’s “America First”
policies.

Japan Views China as Ally in Trump Trade Fight
Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, after years of skirmishing with China over territory and security, is
now promoting a rapprochement with Beijing that reflects Tokyo’s need for allies in upholding the

postwar free-trading system amid President Donald Trump’s tough line on trade.

The Force Behind Europe's Populist Tide: Frustrated Youth
Struggling to find jobs, and often living at home, younger generations are propelling antiestablishment
parties to new heights of power. The revolt helped created Western Europe’s first populist government, in
Italy, and threatens to rear its head across the south.

Pro-Business Ivan Duque Wins Colombian Presidency
The 41-year-old lawyer who spent much of his working life in Washington policy circles was elected in a
vote in which Colombians were presented with two starkly different approaches for modernizing the
country.

Barricades and Empty Streets: Nicaragua's Leader Loses Control
Since a revolt broke out two months ago, President Daniel Ortega has lost control over most of the
country.

Oil's Rally, Coupled With Strong Dollar, Causes Global Pain
The sharp rise in crude-oil prices has been particularly harsh for many parts of the world, because
consumers outside the U.S. face a double whammy when the dollar gets stronger at the same time that oil
prices climb.

Introducing North Macedonia, a European Nation Rebranded
Macedonia will rename itself “North Macedonia” as part of a landmark agreement with Greece aimed at
ending a 27-year-old dispute between the two countries.

Japan Earthquake Kills Three, Injures Hundreds
The magnitude 6.1 earthquake also disrupted transportation and halted factory lines in the Japanese city
of Osaka, where many exporters have their headquarters.
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